262	RAS MALA	chap in
about eight the chief rises to retire to his dinner and his
hookah, and the party is broken up
As may have been already observed in the course of our
narratives the Rajpoot chief has always several ladies, each of
whom is maintained in a separate suite of apartments He
dines and spends the evening alternately in the apartments of
each of the ladies, who, with her attendants, prepares dinner
for him, and waits upon him while he eats it, waving the
punkah or fan behind him, and entertaining him with her
remarks, which, if report speak true (for no stranger is admis-
sible on such occasions), frequently constitute a pretty severe
curtain lecture
Closely connected with the Rajpoots are the Bards, the
Bhats, and Charuns x Of their origin nothing is known, but
1 [The Bhats and Charans were the bards, heralds, and genealogists
of the Rajput families The Bhats are probably Brahman by origin,
they observe many Brahman ceremonies, such as wearing the sacred
thread, though the customs vary locally It should be remembered that
the original occupation of the Brahman in the court of a Vedic Raja
was that of reciting the sacred hymns An old rhyme says
Age Brahman, pichJic BJiat,
Tale ptchhe aurjat
In front the Brahman, behind him the Bhat,
And behind him the other castes
The Charans were originally, as the name implies, ' wanderers', who
also rose to the office of court-bards and beoame as highly respected as
the Bhats But the most striking and characteristic feature of these two
castes was the extraordinary power they acquired by the practices of
traga or dltarna, i e mutilation or suicide if their wishes were disobeyed.
As is shown m Forbes's chapter on Shuts (tnfia, p 373,4) the ghost of
suicide is regarded with peculiar dread. This is especially the case with
the ghost of a Brahman, Bhat or Charan, for the Bhats and Charans
were regarded as inspired and hence as sacred Thus the Charan woman
Bahuohara who committed suicide was worshipped as an avatar of the
goddess Mat& For this reason Bhats and Charans were used as security
for large sums of money the debtor would never dare to repudiate
the debt, because the sponsor would then commit traga, and his ghost
would haunt the offender till death. In a an-mluT fashion, they would
act as guides durmg a journey No one would venture to injure the
travellers, for in that case the guide would commit traga and haunt the
aggressors Tr&ga thus became a means of protest against any unpopular
action and was even resorted to for the purpose of extracting money.

